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The idea of reducing the redundancy cf a erbal
message in a statistical way is presented as a practiced technique of
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comprehension, and the necessarily sequential intake of information,
these cues may include the serial order of elements and transitional
probability. To give the background of reduced redundancy tests, the
contructivist view of listening compretensien is outlined as a
creative, active cognitive operation with several implications: (1)

it means that processing is facilitated by the linguistic and
pragmatic organization of the message, together with its presentation
in context; (2) it implies that memory, especially short-term
storage, is an essential part of comprehension; and 13) it implies
that the native listener is only partly bound by the properties of
the signals he receives. Two reduced redundancy techniques of
listening comprehension testing are-reviewed that present the learner
with messages that do not contain all the information the3 normally
carry. In the noise test and the aural cicze test, the learner needs
to mobilize his total awareness of the linguistic and pragmatic
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TESTING LISTENING COMTkEHE- ON THROUGH REDUNDANCY REPI:r:TION

troducti'un

The idea of reducing the redundancy of a verbal__ cs:=Iaae in a

statistical way is by no means a novelty in ,act; testina.

It has Moen used at least since informatio7 thecr Oegae to have
an effect on readability measurement, and, in consequence, c-ri the
measurement of individual differences in native-language reading
comprehension, skill (Taylor 1957; Bormuth 1962). In language
description, information theory was reflected in the efforts to
characterise language in terms of transitional probability i.e.

the likelihood that a given language item will be follow-2d by
certain others. Such mod,J1s of language structure can now be
shown to be inadequate in, comparison with the hierarchical
elegance of generative descriptions. Vet it seems that some of
the testing techniques in current use are based, in part at least,
on lust these probabilisbio views (witness the widespread interest
in gap-filling).

One possible reason for this is s e recent trend in the study
of language performance, h emphasises the dimension of time
and the dynamic use of knowledge in erceptIon andrroduction
(Marslen-Wilson 1976; Wold 1976). Even though the language user's

competence is probably best descrlred as an atemporal hierarchical
system, his ne rrormanor alw,ayr invm:vs a serial event spread over
time. In pert n, this temporal sequence, the succession of

speech signals, is translated into an atemporal plan or perceptual
on.urla. In producilr,n, the dirc:tlo'n ii the cpposit. ChvIuslv,
atemperaL competence Is the basis of performance. The listener is
not, however, "a L r a n5 fo mat lona 1 linguist or7ing L,D map a sentence

: merel ore
his performance May also be used on a heuristic utilisation of
whatever cues he may find in the signal, considering the tem-

poralit y of speech comprehension. and the necessarily sequential
-PEtuvus5ioN E0 REPRODUCE -MIS
MA TEHIAL HAS SEEN (1RANTTD Fly
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intake of information, these cues may well include the serial

order of elements and transitional probability. Perhaps it is

this fact that makes for the underlying connection between some

piesent-day language tests and such concepts as information,

redundancy, probability, and predictability.

Zn this paper, an attempt is first made to outline compre-

henelon as a creatiele constructive activity, and to discuss some

of the implications of this view, especially as regards redun-
.

dancy utilisation. Next, two reduced redundancy techniques of

listening comprehension testing are reviewed. Finally, a few

preliminary observations on an experimental reduced redundancy
listening comprehension test are offered.

2. The background to reduced redundancy tests: the constructivist
view of listening comprehension and some of its implications

According to the "constructivist" view, speech comprehension is
an active cognitive operation. The sensory data, received during
a fast and holistic stage variously referred to as "feature

detection" or "sensation" (Massaro 1975), "sensing" (Rivers 1975),
or the "preattentive stage" Weisser 1966), are stored for a brief
period in an echoic memory structure. The constructive process
begins immediately with the synthesising of perceptual units (e.g.
syllables) from the sensory data. Those portions of the speech
wave that fail to fit into the auditory synthesis are r. ejected

as irrelevant noise, and do not come to the listener's attention.
The process continues with an active transformation and reduction
of the information into a verbal, meaningful form. This trans-
formation is made possible by the store of linguistic information

listener's long-term memory. The resulting string of

recognised words is stored in the short-term "working" memory.

Rehearsal, which has teen described by Rivers (19-'1:128) as "tae

recirculating of material through our cognitive system", is
necessary before the meaning of the message can be derived: it
keeps the perceived string of words 'alive' in order that they
may be related to other parts of the utteranCe through a further
process of receding. in this furthee abstraction of the infor-

.

motion, words are combined into phrases, phrases intceelauses, and
so on. Recoding "chunking ", as Miller (1156) calls it - is thus



assumed to be the process through which the meanings of larger

units become ov.illaolo to the listener. it can be thounht of as

a repeated process that reduces, say, a string of words into

successively rore atstract, ijninjful toms ("chunk s") in the

working memory. The derivation of the meaning of conger stretches

of speech would not be possible without this tentructuring, since

the capacity of the working memory is limited. As a result of the

rehearsal/roeoding working memory loop, information is finally

placed in long-term storage in forms radically different from

those in which it was originally Perceived Sentences, for ex-

ample, lose their surface characteristics, and their meaning is

stored in some kind of deep-structure form (Neisser 1966; Rivers

1975; Wanner 1974; Massaro 1975).

Speech comprehension is a communicative act, and communication

takes place in real tire. Because of this temporality, it seems

that medels attempting to account for ordinary comprehension of

continuous discourse will have to incorporate heuristic strat-

egies, and to assume that higher-level processes (syntax, seman-

tics, context) are involved from the very beginning. One such

strate4y, Lased on this idea of simultaneous and parallel process-

ing, is redundancy utilisation. It may be defined as the listener's

capacity to make systematic hypotheses about the content and

structure of the message. This capacity has its basis in the

lingvAstic and pragmatic competence of the listener, and it enables

him to' construct projective hypotheses from earlier information

and to evaluate these hypotheses utilising subsequent data. The

listener's knowledge of communication situations tells him what

is likely to be said in the given situation. Further, his knowl-

edge of syntax tells him what to expect if, for example, he hears

a question word at the Leginningof a senence. Similarly, he

knows the phonological rules concerning permissible sound se-

quences, and the rules facilitate word recognition by intro-

ducing redundancy no the phonological level, and so on The

important thing is that the utilisation of redundancies at differ-

ent levels of language is a simultaneous ond parallel process, i.e.,

that comprehension performance is integrative.

Theconstructivist View has several implications. First of

all, It means that processing is facilitated by the linguistic and

Pragmatic organisation of the message, together with its presentation

4



in context. The more explicit and clear the structure, the greater

the amount of redundancy in the message, and the easier the compre-

hension task. Similarly, if the utterance is tied t' a sufficient

context, IL it likely that ,==:o;tprelmj2nsi,n will le inced through

expectations and e psychological set that eflctivcly guides the

listener's a.t:enticn
i

. 1: ,-Jrcanisatich ,u.= the

presentation 17, :-c.nt,xt ire important aids to 1,1:. proessing

by natives, rce y Jir,.! all the more irTortant for the ':oreign language

learner, w-nose mast,ry of the new linguistic sys.7o:.- r-ly still be

relaticly niToo-T-,1:,). Nal7- spec hers talt=inc t:' 12,1rncr.1; are

intuitively aware of this, and tend to avoid speaking in ways that

would rake the crganisation of their message less evident. Prag-

matic crgani,..tion of the material is particularly irportant for

the processing rust takes place in a language learning situation,

since it increases the learner's opportunities for utilising

redundancies that ore not language-specific.

Secoly, Inc constructivist view implies tnaz7-er,i-,,, es-

pecially ,nrt-term storaga, is an essentiai Fart of correhension.

Short-terr "wcrking" rervJry is known to have a lintted capacity,

but since it operates or the principle of hierarchical recoding

("chunkinq'', its' capacity can be extended. The listeners

generative ccrpetence, which allows redundancy utilisation, also

accotIn- f:1--- i_s aLility- to recode verbal materiel for retention

in tne 4,::- rono rrfr:ery. The retention of a certain escort _o

previous context is necessary for the generation of anticipatory

hypotheses. Z;Illarly, the "right-to-left" clarification of

unclear or ark,iguoils points in the message also requires the

storage of fairly extensive sequences. :,s the native listener

rasters the categories of hiu language, he is Colt to "chunk" the

message according to these catmries. As a result, he is able

to hold large amounts of context in his working memory, and to

utilise this context while anticipating or clarifying parts of

the message. The 1,2 learner, however, .r.as an imperfectly de-

veloped mastery of the categories of the language, which

1
Psycholinguistic rLseareb on the effects of organisation and
context on comprehension, memory, and learning has been reviewed
by Oiler 1972) and Kohonen (1975).
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presumably reduces his ability to handle data in short-term
storage. bits -xperiments that suggest a connectin fetween L2

skill and sh,,rt-term memory are described 1, L,1,1 1967; 1970) and
barns (1970), it has been shown, for example, :at short-term

memory capacity is greater for Li than for 1.: material; that L2
sentence merwry pan is affected by cortain ,:tarat variables
to a larger extent than the LI span; and that :2 sI.:rt-trm memory
tests correlate r=2asonably well with typical !-ultiple-choice tests
of listening comprehension and grammar. The Lthe ly explanation for

these L2 results is that the learner icieL5 t:1,, ni.Tie speaker's

full capacity for effective recoding. There-!at, his capacity
to handle L2 data in the working memory is limited, and this is
reflected in both comprehension and production.

Looking at the active processes of comprehension and redun-
dancy utilisation from another angle, a third implication of the
constructivist view is that the native listener is only partly
bound by the properties of the signal he receives. In ordinary
communication, the listener must actively constrnt the message
for himself. One reason far this is that sokn discourse is

often highly fragmentary and elliptical. The :laritY of the
message may also be reduced because of psychol:,gical or even
physiological performance limitations either in the speaker or
in the listener. The channel of communicati,.7n nay carry a

considerable amount of noise, competing messages, and so on The
presence of some kind of disturbance is the rule rather than the
exception in normal communication, z,:nder such circumstances, a

purely "passiye" comprehension system, entirely dependent an the
stimulus, would in fact be an impossibility.

The ability of the competent native listener to process non-
ideal messages was fficint cerriinsrrated by the early exoeriments
with acoustic speech distortion The exoerimenters used filtering,
amplitude selection, time compression, floe addition, and a
variety of other techniques. The general finding was that
continuous speech is highly nesistant to distortion (see Miller
1151, The explanation far 'ris was f,-und in the high redundancy
of language, i,e. the multiplicity of '..=7uo,',: prent in the message.

According to the constructivist view, another ecually crucial
factor is the reconstructive power of the native listener's
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competence. In the case of the L2 learner, this creative redundancy

utilisation capacity is normally more restricted.

Two reduced redundancy tests of listening comprehension

2.l. General remarks

The central point in the construetivist view of comprehension is

thus the active contribution of the listener. He puts the message

together for himself, work'ng simultaneously at all levels of

language structure, and utilising whatever linguistic or extra

Linguistic cues there may he in the message, in order to arrive at

the meaning as quickly as possible. Such an integrative capacity

for redundancy utilisation can even be thought of as a central

factor underlying much of language use (cf. Holzman 1967; Oiler

1976). According to this view, a convenient way to get an overall

estimate of the L2 learner's skills is to present him with messages

Jo not contain all the in -motion they marmal3y carry. The

rosult a reduced redundancy test - is integrative in much the

rare- way as language use itself as integrative. In such tests,

the learner needs it mobilise h-7i total awareness of the L2

linguistic and pragmatic structure. He uses that structure in

rlking hypotheses about the content of the message. His remory

capacity is also involved, since romr2ry is necessary for both the

making and verifcation of these nypotheses.

1.2. Tice "Noise Test"

In a innquage testing context, toe first systematic exuerimunts

with noise addition were carried out ot Truliana University by

Spoisky et al. (1966; see aino Spolak, -1,971; 1975). At Lund

University, the technique has been used by .Johansson (1972; 1973).

Further investigations of Its characteristics as a FL test include

Gricir.an i973, and radman Some new development

4 in the contextuallition ef these t_f;:ts nrivo berl reported by

sel!gr2r a whiton (1975), White son (1Y7S), and dates of al. (1977).

The term "noise test" tins corlb to t-hfer to the reduced

redundancy listening tests employed by those testers. In this

type of test, the sib tot heora i,entencos with white noire

(a hissing sound in which the frequents of a 'td e frequency



range Are equally represented). The sentences are usually

unconnocto.L The task of the tostoe is to reproduce the sentencos

in wrIt:n Ali accurately as possible. Thus, the noise test

a dictation trist whre thc, to

prod for both comprehension and verbatim reproduction, and

where tho main emphasis is on intensive listening. In its use

of estornal distortion, it is related to those tests of (usually

extensive) comprehension where authentic materials (street

interviews against traffic noise, for exarple) are used, but the

noise test represents an attempt to control the level of redun-

dancy reduction. The testee's proficiency can be stated either

in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio with which he achieves a

giver; level of accuracy, or in terms of his comprehension score

- at a fixed level of distortion.

The preliminary experiments by Spolsky et al. were concerned

mainly with the practical arrangements required by the technique.

It was found that an adequate scoring system for the dictations

can be developed, and that the noise can added without too muc-

difficulty, although the use of various snal-tc-noise ratios

demands electronic compressing of the signal. In addition to the

noise-plus-dictation technique, a multiple-choice variant has been

used (Gradman 1973), in which the testae selects his resoonses

from 5 alternative sentences. In general, the noise test appeared

reasnatly viable. However, the technical aspects c5 it-s

construction can be complicated, and the continuous presence of

disturbing his may be found objectionable by some testees.

Spoisky (1971) and Johansson (1972) agree that the test

appears reliable even in its dictation form. The multiple-choice

version used by rwadman had a Kuder-Richardson reliability index

of .68 (-25). When the test was riven to over six hundred non-

native speakers of English, its reliability reached .92. The

multiple-choice version was found to correlate at over .80 with

the dictation version, indicating that there woulA be some grounds

for using the dministrativelY rare efficient and objective variant

instead of the subjectively scored dictation (Gradman & Spoisky

1975)

Mo,,-,t of the 0j=1,--1,1,1bmn irr,nnd noise tentb of above type



has centred on the validity of the technique. Its construct

validity as a reduced redundancy test is fairly generally aeceoted.

Some differences of opinion em to-exist about empirical validity,

estimated through correlation between hoise test

measures of 5.2 Proficiency. The final form of Spolsky's original

(1968) tes' -crrelatea at .0.1 (Spearman 's rho) with J

test of 1istenina ccrpreension, at .6 with an obloc-ive

discrete-pc-int gran=ar test, and at .SI with air essay iN . 61). The

continuation of these experiments reported by Gradman (1-373) and

Cradrian Spols!ey :1977) 1-asonally high ecofficientl=

both -with oral interviews (.79 and .69; N = 25,26) and with the

totals of the TOSEL battery (.75 and .56, respectively). With a

test modelled on Spoisky's original, Whiteson (1972) obtained a

.54 correlation between noise test results and a proficiency test

developed at Cambridge University (N = 12). The contextualised

type of noise test (Seligcr and Whiteson 1975) correlated at .69

(N = 6:i with a test based on the Cambridge Proficiency Exam.

Johansscr. -1972; 1973) reports a .52 correlation with what is

termed a cjoneral Lriglish proficiency' (1972199) - a

writ -ev- with a number of points where the testee chooses

the syntaiically right one from 2-3 alternative formillations.

The interpretations of these figures differ considerably.

Spoisky and Gradmah think that the noise test is a promising

measure siOhOl. L2 proficiency. Cr-adman (1973) homes that it

ray iic Or to replace the functionally oriented but subjective

interview. Johansson, however, comes to the conclusion that the

noise tiest as o7:'t a valid measure of L2 overall skill,

Although Johansson's test of general English proficiency rosy

not be entirely adequate as a criterion, the correlations do not

on the whcle seem to warrant the conclusion that a valid estimate

of L2 skill could be based on noise tests alone. At Lest, the

noise test seems to account for some 50 per cent of the variance

in a traditional proficiency battery, It is also fairly easy to

agree wi h Johansspn that the noise test as rather a special

kind of listening test is likely to emphasiss psychological and

even physiological factors such as hearing ability and ability

to disregard external disturbance when concentrating on a task.

A second point of interest related to validity is the

relationsh4 between the noise test and dictation as integative

listening tests. Although Johansson's low correlation beiween the

9



noise teat and a teat of listening comprehension (.20) in part

rciiult5; from the low discrimination power of the former, the fact

remAins that dictation without noise c,rrelared considerably

1-ottei with listening comprenaien si; % 2t.:; Tfe_. ,:errelatien

f .93 (fl - 71) octained by Cradman anci Spols'sy 1075) between

_!1:t,atin with heavy dIstartion and ltati.,71 wlts mm.al distor-

t1.,n (S/f.' - 5_(1, dB) also indicates tat thc.171..n 71'_ 10 used

ione, rseh as Johansson suvests. .1-e.'fan in) ' ::s 'sy defend the

noise I.,y ,;aying that mies at diff,-f,e.i 1veIs cf

!.t.;rtin .a.i 1:,2 different, olfl that f'_fft.:- io,If:h into the

use of noise could give useful information on how lineuistic

units relate to levels of redundancy reduction. These questions

are certainly interesting for interlanguage analysts lf one

wants to use dictation methods in tesling L2 skills, the tradi-

tional undistorted exercise would, however, seem simpler and

remora straightforwardo especially as it also contains a strong

r.Aundancy utilisation element (cf. Oiler and Strei.f 1975).

?ecently Gales, 1radman, and Spolsky (1977:56) have in fact come

an to Johanssen's 0_972) view, and state teat "tee use of back-

'Tfouhd noise seems to have had little effect on tee neas:,:ren,ent

au overall English proficiency" for their students.

The fact that isolated sentences have normally lfeen used in

n7_,ise tests also iiminishe6 their validity as inteerative measures

7: listening ifroficiency. Cdntextualisatfon of these tests (the

ate of a continuous text in a 1!felike situation, c.d. a conver-

sation between two airline passengers ...:ith jet whine in the back-

)i-fun,d) is eertatnle a desirfle i17-iref:ent Seliaer and

iteson 1.97', cf. also Mates or al. 1977). hover, it seems a

little dubious whether even this increased "realism can avert

hcstile attitudes in studentf; ta'?;ina nti,:h test on foreated

ccasions. ;rid since the addition of iou iso Seems to make

relatively little difference in th, results, its value an a

systematic redundancy reduction tool in intensive listening tests

retains unprovn.

3.2. ;e1ral c-laze

.:10. ,_:iwzL ifh=eedare, orliaed Ly lJylor (1.1 '15 a readability

measure and subsequently used (a and Foreign language-

testers as a reading comriffe=h,-;ien test, als(1 lends itself fairly



easily to reduced redundancy testing of listening skills. One

a .n cethod is to use an nmutilated listening passage ,-,(4.-,thor

77. a -.,o7e-rut ilated trincript on which the tosiees mirl: their

resp.n.ses after listening l7JalieAlott-Taylar 1,rt; cf. Al ,y;

Nrdsrr. 1)76). The filling of the gaps may also It' in
ryal ti0e I. in of spct:eh

variant this technique is Jnhans::,:al' "paitlal

1 73t In welch Faudes are insettad at suitatH: places

after eac;.r. gap fer tae student to fill in the missing sectioh of

adrl: and co crecedurv5; are eon'-iallv

wr:tten cicze made easier by the preceding or partly simultaneous

presence of the original information in aural form.

A nom-what more aural technique is the presentation of a

iszeninq passage or dialogue that is interrupted at Certain times,

when the testae is asked to choose the continuation from a set of

',..ritten alternatives. This produces a test of the ability to

utiae mrevious ,:.ontext in "predictive listening" (Hughos 1974)

:= a asure if both extensive listening, including

And tree p.:,:hts of language structure and usage.

7ne inherant :n item constructinn are perhaps compensated

hy gdick and reliable scoring.

The original :.:!ea of the clot procedure as a systematic,

reaction of redunaancvi through statistical deletion can also be

Ai7;-1=1. A gIvun stretch (e.g. one second)

iccustic information may be excised at regular intervals and

replaced by silence. Another possibility is to base the deletion

un cr lengcr segments. Although the latter

t,rocedure may he c7ritlised n phonetic grounds, the segmenting

can, however, be done relativelv easily and with an accuracy

sufficient for r7eonring tl., testees' expectancies of tile linguis-

tic features invoiveg..

Oath the noise test ;end aural cloze of the wOrd-deletion type

can probably be characterised an intensive listening tests. They

are integrative in tae sense that both continuous acoustic distortion,

and the random deletion of words, result in an even spread of

redundancy reduction over different linguistic features. Short-term

memDry plays a annular role In both typs of test, and both of them

re(goire fairly quick reaction in the use of language, as is appro-

priate it a test connected with anal commcnication, Verhatim

IAnt
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reproduction, however, is more important in the dietation-type

noise test: if the re,plirement of verbatim reproduction is dropped,

-the scoring ofserantically accoptalc .iltornati7es .00n becomes

problematic. 'Aural close is more easily scored according to

contextual criteria, and nay thus give core emphasis to adequate

cortprohension. Althcvqb eloso is n.'t vory far remoeed from

dictation in the sense tout it n trea the .',.ad,att to take down

parts of the message, It may demand a pore a,-7!ivo and creative

utilisation of redundancies than fho noise test does.

Written clo.ic has hven _;ilbjected to extensivu research, but

relatively little can be found about aural close AS a testing

technique, although its use was suggested by Taylor as ear-ly as

the fifties (Taylor 1956).

Dickens and Williams (1964) describe an experiment in which

two aural close tests were given to native speakers of English

(N ' 127, 126). The tests, in which the reduction of redundancy

consisted in the deletion of one word every S seconds, had split-
half reliabilities of .60 and .70, and dorrelated with each other
at .73. The scores were found to correlate at .52 and .49 with a

general test of English language ability. These correlations were

almost identical with those obtsed Letween the languago ability

test And two traditional tests of listening comprehension. However,

according to the authors, aural nlo.1--appeared more- reliable. The

reliability and validity el aural e1n ,15. a foreign-language test

were further investigated by Gregory-Panctoulos (1066), whose test

contained 126 items (deletions of every 5th word from parts of a
E-cturo), with tho maximum of 4 iletions lersentence. Verbatim
hcering was u5o1 vi too J-0-2 exceptions. lost-rotost reliability
was slightly over .00 in the two adult subject groups (N 43, 47),

And the test was fnend te corrolato at .6,- with a standardised

listening comprehension test, and at .6 with the California

beading Test. The author con,-,ideic cl,:hze to be a more direct and

reliable ;measure of forvgr-lar,;iage istoning comprehension than
the traditional milltiple-.2hice runs. Nutter's (1974) study of
the effects of differunt rcitterns and other technical

variation it Lii. pic,cdz.ro inaicat-d, f,ot sarprisinglY, that

reliuLilitie;; anti diiiicuity ate aiicetad by such iactors

as passage type, differht metnhds of presentation, and deletion

patterns. -;iven t'= a grhup of 39 adult

12



foreign students n.t En9lf h, hack a reliabii._ .90. It
correlared _best e1th tho our l celori f pxo 'ciertry battery
(.BC) the lowest cOrr la eion was obtained with the vocabti
lary section (754).

'74c; aural elee t est0 mentj.onod above Have displayed qui-sze a
rerkar--,az..la flay :in part be connected with trio

tnat it is fa.Lrl easy co rnaka a cloze tart that Ountain
a 1- qe number of toms. Their con.struet validity ie again taased
cr. n-e -deal cif latiguo. ge rei hAndcaricy and constzeotive ccmprehension.
Az far as empirical vet lidilty is concerned, Tenplet o result0,
for e:,-_sarnple, seen prore=ising. More work should, new ve , be
carried ont on the question of leihat exactly is to iii a

this type, 1.E- wnetner it can be called a tear of generLal.
L2 pr:ficiency, a listening oonaorenenoion test, a vocabulary
or, to Templeton's phrase (1c:377r,290), a test of 'spotting the
el_eeu-. The next sect ion of this oaper deals with some of these

in a Vi:nT prelir7ineary way.

-11= cloze with= F n,ni0h 1:_earnees: e u

Strom e-xpor irernts with aural clnze welre carried out
it 6-7 at the Departtent of 5n I University of Turku, _tn

find Out ..:het.ber an inoen,--ai istenlng test could be
that wou> c heave a astrongo.r theoretical bails than ti-he

comp:eton tasks ttadi tiona ,used to measure ).ste.rd
ietails. It was felt that io my cases the cornpletiori items

exisr.ing listening =more-denoion exercises eneJ tests were
written because it had been eifeic,..3it to cenStriact enough sen0

qiistions for: exercise to be usable or the
test to be reliable. "'he idea of redundancy utilisetiion seemed
to offer a suitable beckgourid eor the development of such

,-e listen ma -ter j..al skill of intensive listeni : g

was loosely defined as the at,i1..ty to ceecentr.ate on the langt..dage-
used to ex-press the. cor.terit of oho pa5sage. I'he task cf the
srudent in the teat ca:-.1 sated to include most of Hughes' (1974)
categories of listQning Lat least pred:ict:i,ver rtrespetiNge,
constructive, and Q'1.1r1 lileCrctritdal listening) , but the empliasi_s
here was on 1 acze structure. Thus the aim: cf the teat .3S. not=
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ure how well the student could follow the general lines

of argument in an aural message, or how well he could extract

information frOm the passage and evaluate this information,

tough this wider type of comprehension is not doubt involved

ntensive listening as well. An integrative type Cf language

px0fAcienoY test was aimed at, but it was assumed that results

would be affected

Listening test.

the fact that the test was specifically a

Accordingly, a number of aural doze tests based en the

deletion of words from taped monologues (originally either scripted

radios talks or written passages modified for oral presentation)

were adasinistered to fitAt.,7year stuonts of English, and a group

of native British secondary, chool sdents. So far, .detailed

results arc available for the first of the experimental EFL tests.

ble following some general observations about this test are
Oven.

The test consisted of 72 items, with the omission of every

10th word as the deletion principle. The deleted Words were

replaced by splicing in a quiet electronic signal of constant

length (1 sec.). The following extract illustrates'the type

of text used

I'm a professional writer, and I was
younger I thought a typewriter would be I even
thOught it was necessary, and that editors and
would expect anything sent to them to be typewritten.

I bought myself a typewriter and taught myself
to . And for some years typed away busily.
But didn't enjoy typing. I happen to enjoy the
act of ."
(adapted from Spe Eftelish for P -ncv,
OUP 1963.)

In this experiment, unlike the subsequent ones, the subjects were

not allowed to listen to the mutilated passage beforehand. Their

task was to reconstruct the passage on the basis of only one

hearing, and to write down their completions on an answer

either during erring or d rin3 pa.ises that were inserted at

he text, selected contained a ,nnsiderable amount of redundancy
form of repetition, as can be seen from the extract. In

'erie texts, the amount of redundancy was increased by shortening
the sente,nceS (converting eMbeddings into short main clauses, for

Tle), or by inserting reformulations of words, etc. - Otto-
signally the context between two gaps was Shortened or lengthened
by one word owing to such phonetic reasons as reductions in weak
forms.



suitable syntactic boundaries, mostly between sentences.

The response data Were processed using the CLOZE computer

program (see Xohonen s Salmela 1977), and the subjects' comnletions

were evaluated according to both verbatim and contextual criteria.

In the latter scoring, which was done by a native English speaker,

a ompletion was counted as correct if it fitted the context op to

the end of the last sentence beard. An analysis was carried

o,..tt using the OPSAM program (Mikkoncn& Mikkoncn 1971). Table 1

gives some of the item analysis results.

=ABLE 1 IT

No of items = 72

N u 55

SIS OF AN CXPER C OZS TEST

2 3 4

eerbatim -q

=ntextual scoring

40 % .80 56 (78 .82

54 .84 65 (90 1) .85

average solution percentage; 2 reliability (internal
=nsistenCy) of the entire 72-item test; 3 nurher and
(percentage) of items with en item correlation 71-, .00; 4
reliability of test with items mentioned in 1.

As was expected, the test in this form (only one hearing)

proved rather dificult An interesting result was the relatively

small differenje between the average solution percentages on the.
1

two scorings. IThis was due to the scoring criteria used in 1976,

since paraphrdses of several words were not accepted in this

contextual. scoring. The criteria have later been modified, and

this will probably increase the_ difference between verbatim and

contextual percentages. A second listening, employed in later

testiri,gs, also makes t'r.e task of the testee somewhat easier. Ik

ray he seen that the ThYiability of the test was relatively

high even before any items had been removed on the basis of the

15



item.correlatiOns-1 . Contextual searing is seen to be statistically

core effective, besides being intuitively a more proper way to

assess foreign language cloze responses (cf. KohPnen 1976, whose

findings in an EFL written cloze test were milar). The general

observation from the Item analysis is that tl"+ experimental aural

cloze test proved to be a fairly relic to and it is

probable that the changes introduced la he - :eorrng erite,

further diminish the number o,f discarded ems.

The previous research reported above seems to indicate that

reduced redundancy tests of this type have reasonable empirical

validity. in;order to see how the test performed in that respect,

the scores were correlated with the subjects' scores in the 1976

Joint Entrance Exam (Arranged by Turku together with three other

university Departments of Eng

TABLE 2. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN

JOINT ENTRANCE EXNM

N m 46

E A =ND THE 1976

verbatimi

contex

.15 .49 .39'

O .24

.28

.22

.49

1 m lecture comprehension; 2 stening comprehension; 3
reading comprehension; 4 m vocabulary; 5 m grammar; 6 a "verbal
reasoning" (linguistic inferences from artificial language data);
7 = total of sections 1-5. Asterisk m significant beyond the 99
per cent Level cf csnfid.Lnce.

1
In the amalis, can he discarded according to a pre-determined
levelof item correlat Normally, zero correlation-. is a suitable
cut-off point for small populations such as the present group. - If
one employs the more stringent criterion that a " "coed "' item must
correlate with the total score at the !:15 per cent level of confidence,

.about half of the items ;21,te. 51_ 1) are functioning well with con-
textual scoring. The corrospondin'g figure for verbatim scoring is 25

36 5). This reflects the typical characteristic of cloze tests
that they contain relatively many items that are either too easy or
too difficult, and the fact that contextual scoring functions better
than verbatim scoring,



As may be seen front the table, the product-moment correlations are

not quite as high as in some of the experiments reported earlier;

however, some of them are Statistically significant beyond the 1

per cent risk level, and the correlation between aural close and

the English skills total (sections 1-5 Of the Entrance Exam) seems

high enough to warrant further use of the test. Since the test

population represented the top candidates air the entrance test,

the variance in their entrance test results is relatively small.

This is thus one factor that in fact prevents the'correlation from

attaining a particularly high value.

The correlations in Table 2 must be treated with the usual

caution, but perhaps they permit some speculaions about what kinds

of skill are involved in aural close. Contextually scored aural

close correlates best with aural comprehension. This section

contained several items testing "predictive listening" - multiple-

choice completions of dialogues, testing the utilisation of pre-

ceding context both extensively and from the point of view of

usage and idioms. The correlation between contextual aural close

and lecture comprehension, cr. the abhor hand, is the lowest of the _

set. The lecture questions concentrated on measuring the acquisi-

tion and even application Information contained in a taped

lecture. These correlations ray perhaps be taken as an indication

that aural close is more concerned with intensive than extensive

listening, and that it is more a test of language structure in a

wide sense than a test of following the argumentation in an aural

message. The differences between the rest of the correlations are

too small to justify proper omments. However, it may be a sign

of the integrative nature of aural close that its correlations

with reading and listening comprehension both of them integrative

tests - are somewhat higher char. its correlations with the discrete-

point grammar and vocabulary sections. Possibly one could also

speculate that the mastery of grammar, and of language structure in

general, is at least aOmportant as the sere knowledge of vocabu-

lary in tests of this type.

' No doubt the reduced redundancy tests described above - the

noise test end aural close - involve a considerable element

specific to listening. It is thus difficult to say whether they

would suffice alone as measures of 12 proficiency, even if a suitable

combination of statistical factors were to produce high coefficients

17



of validity. As subtests in proficiency batteries they seem

" useful, Gradman and Spolsky 11975), for example, think that

the noise test can cover an unattended area between functionally

oriented interviews and discrete-point measures of proficency.

ar as can be told from the present preliminary results, aural

doze may be even more interesting as an integrative but structured

test, since it contains a considerable element et creativity, and

may thus serve as a more effective indication IL _nor's

fluency than the noise test.

The role of "local redundancy" (Carroll 1972) is obviously

important imaural (and written) doze: most of the items tend to

measure the utilisation of short-range constraints. However, this

is by no means an unimportant aim of language learning (cf. Enkvist

and Kotionen 1977), and exercises or tests of this intensive ability

therefore seem justified. But the fact that local redundancy is

central in many doze tests means that they can hardly be employed

as the test of L2 comprehension. The more extensive aspects of

listening, such as separating the essential information from

unimportant detail (Hughes' "redundancy listening") are probably

best measured by multiple-choice and related techniques.

One disadvantage of aural doze of the above type is that

only restricted kinds of material can be used. Another technical

difficulty is chat the mutilation cf an aural message introduces

the somewhat irrelevant task of "spotting-the bleeps", and keeping

the exact locations of the omissions in mind. This can be remedied

in part by telling the subjects that they cart write down not only:

the missing item but also soma of its immediate context.

On the whole, the completions seem to produce fairly interesting

ights into how learners process spoken text. The fact that it is

the.weak6r students who tend to get mixed up is explained by their

imperfect redundancy utilisation capacity: pakine hypotheses about

the content of the gaps takes so long that inadequate time is left

for rehearsal. As a result,.parts ol the information vanish from

the working memory, and the content and form of the message are

inadequately processed. The more-fluent learner, on the other hand,

is capable of quick recbgnition of the linguistic features in the

message; his fliiency also rakes for efficient hypothesisegeneration

and quick recoding.a This leaves more time for rehearsal; and the

reproduction of the content as well as the form of the message is

easier.



The face validity of the reduced redundancy tests mentioned

above should also be briefly commented on, as it may be the most

i=lb-ir_ant thing to the "layman" taking the test. The intentional

presence of distorting noise is hardly likely to make the test

"see= right" to the testees. As far as aural doze is concerned,

similar doubts are expressed by some testees about the relevance

of gap-filling - an ication that the connection between redundancy

Ut'ilsation, as measured by doze, and communication, may not be im-

mediately recognisable. on the other hand, the majority of students

in the experiment described above, and in the subsequent testings,

considered the test interesting and valid in the sense that it

.quires imaginativeness and a fluent geperal mastery of the language.

It is of course desirable that the tests given to ':earners

.oz.ld also have some instructional value. The idea of redundancy

utilisation is clearly not confined to tests only. It Is inherent,

for example; in the use of authentic materials for extensive listening

praztice. A redundancy reduction element is contained in all exer-

cises where normal rates of delivery are used, where there are several

ateakers engaged in spontaneous conversation with normal amounts of

-;raund noise, etc. Anticipatory listening, a central feature in

reduced redundancy tests, can be practised in class by interrupting

tne cresentatien of the exercise tape at certain places and asking

students to suggest and evaluate possible continuations. The kind

o` tal clone that was described above can probably be used at

ad -arcs d levels as an exercise for increasing the Jearnes' L3 pro-

cessing capacity. According to Godfrey (1977:118), such an increase

would follow from "pushing the learner to do more with the utterance",

i.e. involving him in structured active deep-level processing. Given

the time liMits inherent in spoken communication, this would force

the learner to rake full use of his chunking and working memory capac-

ities, He would thus in fact be creating "extra" processing time,

which could be channeled 'into rehearsal (for better retention and re-

call) and further receding (e.g. relating discourse segments to each

other;. In aural doze the listener is actively engaged in construc-

tion that is typical of real comprehension, and the generation of

hypotheses about missing items involves deep-level processing of the

message. The fact that the-elusive spoken message must be attended

to in depth may be one reason why :students normally find aural doze

exercises fairly interesting and instructivel.

1- am grateful to Villo Kohonen and-Keith Batt rbee for comments.
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